Kearny Mesa gets its name from Camp Kearny, a U.S. military base that is now Marine Corps Air Station Miramar. Many streets on Convoy have a military reference.

This region became home to service businesses beginning in the 1930s to cater to the workforce in military and other industrial enterprises.

After WWII, Clairemont Mesa and Linda Vista were planned neighborhoods built to house the influx of people moving to San Diego.

Today, San Diego’s diverse AANHPI populations have planted roots and opened businesses in this region and beyond to provide for these communities.

SAVE THE GOOGLE MAP OF THIS TOUR
**CROSS STREET**
Korean Fried Chicken and more
4403 Convoy St

**UNCLE TETSU**
Japanese Fluffy Cheesecakes
4609 Convoy St Suite D

**YU DARVISH MURAL**
San Diego Padres pitcher Yu Darvish is featured in Convoy District with a massive wall mural. Painted by Ground Floor Murals. Japanese text says: “We love Yu!”

**SPECIAL POINT!**
Like many neighborhoods, a giant sign with the name of the community is a necessity. Keep an eye out on this specific intersection for a Convoy sign, COMING SOON!

**EDUCATOR OF SAN DIEGO HISTORY & CULTURE**
KATHLEEN DANG
linktr.ee/kathleendang

EMAIL US FOR YOUR OWN CONVOY TOUR!
INFO@CONVOYDISTRICT.COM